
 

Handling Connect 
 The future of the Connect product line 

 

Connect ALL, Connect YOU and associated plugins 

The next Connect release will be in Q1 2020 and it will contain: support for the updated PitStop Library, compatibility with the latest operating 

systems, compatibility with the latest Adobe applications and bug fixes. Please note that Connect Send will be discontinued at this time. 

Connect ALL going forward 

We see the future direction of Connect only towards in-plant printers, no longer towards print buyers who are submitting files. We will position 

Connect as a solution to deliver files correctly to an internal Switch server within the company network. 

It is part of the Enfocus strategy that the print buyer would be removed from the file submission process. As such we no longer intend to develop 

software for the print buyer. Given this strategy, we also consider that the future of Connect will be towards integration in Switch. A lot of the 

Connect installs are already used in combination with Switch and it is used with the same functionality as a client application to submit jobs to 

Switch.  

We already started bringing Connect and Switch closer via customized submit points and will work on a method to port Connect functionality to 

support in-plants using Switch. When this transition takes place, we foresee a migration path for current Connect customers. Until then, we will 

sustain Connect and provide yearly compatibility updates for at least the next 3 years. We absolutely intend to keep and maintain the plugin 

technology that will allow applications to print to Switch within a print company environment. For opportunities where Connect ALL can be sold, 

or is already sold, together with Switch, it definitely makes sense to keep it under maintenance since we will foresee a migration path for this 

type of customer’s scenario. 

Connect YOU 

Connect YOU will be discontinued given its limited commercial success. We will continue to sustain it until Connect ALL is integrated into Switch. 

At that point, the associated development and support capacity will be directed toward automation and integration at the printer instead of at 

the print buyer. 

About Enfocus (www.enfocus.com)  

Enfocus develops PDF validation and process automation software, enabling every print service and solution provider to deliver winning print 

services. Our products, PitStop and Switch, enable print service providers to automate their business toward profitability while ensuring quality. 

Key to our success is collaboration with industry partners and customers to foster mutual success. Enfocus automation solutions provide a 

seamless link between separate systems in prepress, press and finishing. By connecting separate systems, we transform production environments 

into unified automated workflows. That translates into business tools that allow our customers to perform efficiently, accurately and consistently. 

Follow Enfocus on      . 
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